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Abstract -A novel computational neuro-architecture based 
on the phase resetting properties of physiologically based 
neural oscillators is proposed. Analog input variables are 
encOded in the patterns of the firing times with individual 
recognition units operating as radial basis-functions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Temporal neural networks (TNN) hold great promise for 
research in computational neuroscience as the rate· coding 
hypothesis is not sufficient to account for all the 
extraordinary computational speeds encountered in neural 
processing. However, little is known regarding how these 
temporal codes are generated. A tentative solution is 
proposed based on the phase response surfaces of modelled 
neural oscillators. The outputs of such encoding 'neurons' are 
volleys of neural pulses with relative phases corresponding to 
the input pattern~ Recognition is achieved using 'coincidence 
detector' cells as proposed by Hopfield [I]. We use a bank of 
individual synchronised oscillatory reduced-order Hodgkin
Huxley (ORHlI) neurons[2] simulated in software feeding 
into a single cell through a network of delays. Each output 
neuron corresponds to a "stored" pattern and uses an 
activation function based on the summed excitatory post 
synaptic potentials (EPSPs). 

II. MErnODS 
The co-phase [3] surfaCe Z((),I) fOI: the ORHH neuron is 
found experimentally using stimuli of varying amplitudes 
over the input phasesO={O,lJ. This surface can for certain (J 
be reduced to a monotonic function g(l) (e.g. Fig. 1) which 
assigns a unique output delay r in the timing of the next 
action potential, for a current pulse of amplitude I. 
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Figure I Section through the cO-phase surface for a tixeet Q 

The problem is that given a set of K stimuli a,b,c, etc. to 
which the system is tuned, characterised by a set of numbers 

z" = {Zt",Z;, ... ,ZZ} (1) 

then for a novel stimulus " the system must respond most 
strongly with the output neuron corresponding to the 
"closest" stored pattern. The novel stimulus" is transformed 
by some pre-processing neural system Gp to yield a set of 
current pulses of uniform duration T' with amplitudes 
IFGp(z'). which in tum feed into a bank of synchronised 
uniform ORHH neurons at a specific phase (J which causes a 
phase shift Fg(l) such that 

"zu = {z; ,Z; , ... ,Z~}~I;. = {I;,1; , ... ,I~} (2) 

and 

I;. = {l;'/; , ... ,1~ }-4{1'~, 1'; , ... , 1'~} = r;. (3) 

(N.B. The delays produced remain after the removal of" 
providing us with a 'neural-latching' mechanism.) 
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Figure 2 (a): Network arohitecture Figure 2(b):Activation function 
Each output has excitatory connections from all oscillators 
(Fig. 2(a» with delays equal to the relative time differences 
associated with the stored pattern. A perfect match results in 
all NAPs coinciding at the output for that input pattern. 

III. RESULTS 
Fig. 2(b) shows how the maximum of the summed EPSPs 
Y(f'RJ (of the form l(t)EI'SI'=expf-~)~t) where 6(1} is the 
Heaviside function and M the membrane time constant ) 
generated vary with time difference between APs for N=2 at 
an output neuron with delays matched for pattern a. 
Tolerance with regard to pattern matching can be varied 
using a threshold e.g. for Y( -r,,»V T the neuron fires signalling 
a match. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
It has been shown that a TNN based on action potential 
timing using perturbed oscillatory physiologically realistic 
model neurons is capable of successful pattern recognition. 
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